
BlueSpec
 The Blue Light measuring tool

■		An unique and simple tool to demonstrate Blue Light from 
every day devices like Smart Phone, tablets and Fluorescent 
or Halogen lights and the Sun.

■	Impress your patients and increase Lens Revenue. 

www.viewitech.com

Action Speaks Louder than Words!!



What is BlueSpec?	
	BlueSpec, a 2 devices in one, is a new advanced designed to help in measuring blue light from electronic devices and UV from the Sun. Using a special 
filter on the lens it can assist in demonstrating the bad blue light(420nm~460nm)  on every day devices, like smart phones, tablets, fluorescent lights and 
UV from the Sun. 

■  Key feature - Energy harvesting technology 

 BlueSpec generates the power to work for itself. With our innovative technology, batteries are no longer needed. 
All you need to do is just to attach the BlueSpec on your own iPad or iPhone.

We have special price for optical shop franchiser/ product alliance, Please contact us.
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 The Blue Light measuring tool

UV measurement 
 BlueSpec can also help you demonstrate that functional lenses (photochromic and polarized lenses etc.) with a simple UV 
measurement just select which demonstration you require again in seconds.  Action Speak Louder than words!! UV sensor side
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Blue light measurement 
 BlueSpec only detects blue light wavelength from visible light and shows the value of blue light on screen with a gain control 
to assist in the demonstration.  When you have your reading on screen place a blue coated lens in front of BlueSpec, you can 
show the reduction of the blue light as a value or as a percentage. It is perfect to demonstrate to customers how much the 
blue coated lens can reduce blue light from electronic devices and it only takes a few seconds. bluelight 
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■How to measure?

■How to measure?


